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Yallaroo Norway N35 Sire: Y. Kuga K13
The Yallaroo Hereford Stud sale team for 2019 displays outstanding eye muscle area and intra muscular fat,
equal to any breed at similar age and weight. Recent scans saw many of the team above 130 cm EMA with up
to 6.6% IMF. The fifty years of dedication to the Hereford breed and most importantly, the Yallaroo Stud, has
been rewarding for us, with repeat buyers returning year after year, some for well over forty years. This year’s
team is of the same high standard expected from Yallaroo, with several new blood lines being offered for the
first time. Among the new bloodlines, bulls by Lotus Freight Train, show outstanding attributes of growth and
muscle. Freight Train was reserve senior champion at Sydney Royal.

Yallaroo Neptune N20 Sire: Lotus Freight Train
Breedplan EMA +5.1 Raw scan 130cm and +99 600 day weight

Yallaroo Nugget N21

Best described as a “gentle giant” Yallaroo Nugget sired by Yallaroo Kuga K13, Nugget was
the heaviest calf ever weaned by Yallaroo when at 9months and 3 days he weighed 517kg.
With Breed plan figures of +6.9 Birth, +15 milk, +90 600day growth and EMA of +3.5 puts him
in the elite for the breed. Recent scans in January show 132cm EMA and +6.1 IMF, equal to
the breeds claiming superior carcase.
National N24 is another long growthy son of Lotus Freight Train showing the expected quiet
temperament of Yallaroo cattle. All bulls are BVDV free, J Bas 8, semen tested and had
Vibrovax injections.

Yallaroo National N24

Yallaroo Nelson N17
Nelson N17, another son of Lotus Freight Train is a balanced bull, both in structure and
performance. Dam is a productive daughter of Yallaroo Captain C15 who has many quality
daughters in the herd. Nelson has above breed average for EMA of +5.1 and recent scans show
5.7 % for IMF to indicate great carcase quality.
Yallaroo Nile N11 is a sire that has attracted very favourable comment from any who have seen
him. A very easy doing docile, even by Yallaroo standards, bull, Nile is the only son of Lotus Zeus
in the team and out of first calving heifer, Yallaroo Silver Queen L3. Nile had the highest IMF in
recent scans of 6.6%.

Yallaroo Nile N11

Yallaroo Napier N43
Napier N43 is the youngest in the sale team, born 8-6-17, and has appealed to all who have inspected him.
With birth weight figures suitable for using on mature heifers Napier is best described as a block of meat. Out
of a first calving Poll heifer, Yallaroo Juliet L5, showing indications of being an outstanding matron of the future.
Ideal for use as a heifer mating bull, Yallaroo Nifty N 30 somehow missed being dehorned, but his quality and
muscle demand he be included in the team. With a birth EBV of +3.9, indication of a safe bull to use in heifer
matings. Nifty is the result of the Yallaroo policy of mating yearling litter mates to yearling heifers.
A warm welcome is extended to all to enquire and inspect our quality sale team of 2019.
Rob and Heather Francis

Yallaroo Nifty N30

